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Not too long after I had arrived in my last pastoral ministry, I was at a gathering for area 
clergy where I met a minister who told me he had an interest in apologetics: that is, 
proving and defending the Christian faith by logical, defensible proofs. The confidence 
and commitment from this man were palpable. And he’s not alone. My e-mail inbox 
fairly regularly receives unsolicited messages from people interested in selling their 
books or trying to be invited to speak to prove something about faith. Apologetics is, 
apparently, a pretty good business for an audience that craves airtight certainty of faith. 
There are people whose faith hinges on piling up scripture verses and trying to prove 
their faith as if it’s a legal case to be won in the public courtroom.  
 
So here in the Easter season, I have to be honest: I have no interest in proving the 
resurrection of Jesus. I was not there. I do not have a firsthand eyewitness account of the 
empty tomb or his appearances after the crucifixion. I’m comfortable in my own skin 
with the doubt and the lack of scientific proofs. And yet on my best days, I do believe 
that resurrection happened in some way, shape, or form. And even more, I believe 
resurrection because I see resurrection life. 
 
Our text in the Gospel of John anticipates the search for resurrection. John was the last of 
the 4 gospels that was written, somewhere around 90, so we’re talking 60 years after 
Jesus is no longer available. John anticipates our doubts because he probably sees the 
doubts of his own community. So John brings us into the room with the frightened 
disciples on the night of the resurrection and says to us, “Look, I know that you’re not 
going to see and touch Jesus like Thomas did. I know that there’s no way that I’m going 
to be able to prove to you the resurrection of Jesus. So I’m going to tell you this story and 
other stories about him so that your belief will never be disconnected from resurrection 
living…so that others will see resurrection in you. 
 
John introduces us to a resurrection equation. You may remember from your math classes 
the transitive property. If A is equal to B, and B is equal to C, then A is also equal to C. 
So, a dollar bill and 4 quarters are equal to one another. And 4 quarters and 10 dimes are 
equal to one another. If that’s true, then a dollar bill and 10 dimes are equal to one 
another. 10 dimes are worth just as much as a $1 bill. The transitive property. 
 
John introduces us to what we might call the transitive property of resurrection living in 
verse 21. As Jesus speaks to the disciples in the room on the night of his resurrection, he 
tells them, “As the Father has sent me, so I send you.” I have been sent with God’s 
authority. And now I send you into the world with my authority. Therefore, I send you 
out with God’s power and authority. The disciples are charged by the resurrected one to 
go in his name and take up his ministry. A weary world will know resurrection through 
the ways that the disciples…and we…speak and act.  



 
Disciples who believe resurrection, live resurrection. And our living is grounded in the 
way of the resurrected one who sends us. 
 
That way of life, that testimony to the deep knowledge of resurrection has a particular 
shape and form in the world. Luckily for us, John gives it to us in capsule form. Three 
times Jesus says to the disciples in the room: “Peace be with you.” This is a normal 
greeting. In Hebrew, the word is “Shalom.” In contemporary Arabic, “Salaam.” Disciples 
formed in the way of resurrection extend to one another peace, shalom, salaam. This is 
not simply the absence of conflict. Instead, disciples sent into the world by the 
resurrected Christ actively pursue wholeness and well-being, restoration, and 
reconciliation because that is the way of the one who sends us out into the world.  
 
Many of us rehearse this each week in congregational worship. Visitors to our churches 
might think that this is simply a ploy to make sure that someone has greeted and 
welcomed them. Long-time members might think this is an opportunity to catch up and 
extend coffee hour. But while those are nice byproducts, they’re not the intention of this 
time in worship. Instead, for us this is a drill, a training exercise for resurrection living. 
It’s a dress rehearsal. The peace gives us a chance to practice extending wishes for 
wholeness with one another. This time gives us the opportunity to share with one another 
the desire for reconciliation – because the truth of being church or family or coworkers or 
neighbors with one another is that we’re not always going to be holding hands and 
singing around the campfire. The passing of the peace is a rehearsal for resurrection 
living…we say, “In this moment I want to promise to live in a way with you that 
promotes the way of reconciliation and restoration. If our relationship is fractured, I want 
to help repair it. If I know you are hurting and broken, I want to be part of helping to 
restore you.” Passing the peace is a very risky thing to do because in it we pledge our 
lives to a way of committed living to one another.  
 
Disciples who believe resurrection, live resurrection. And resurrection living pursues 
peace. 
  
You might have noticed Jesus doing something odd in this passage. After he talks about 
sending and extends them peace, he breathes on the disciples as a way of passing the 
Spirit to them. John here is recalling the creation narratives of Genesis. The first account 
of creation gives a day-by-day account of how God created. Many of us can recall that 
account. But Genesis 2 gives another account of creation: “In the day that the Lord God 
made the earth and the heavens, when no plant of the field was yet in the earth and no 
herb of the field had yet sprung up—for the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon the 
earth, and there was no one to till the ground; but a stream would rise from the earth, and 
water the whole face of the ground— then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the 
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the man became a living 
being.” 
 
Never willing to settle for simple rituals, the early church began incorporating this 
imagery into the most important of its rituals: baptism. As candidates got ready for their 



baptism – a sign of their pledge to follow the resurrected Christ, and a sign of their own 
resurrection – the priest or bishop would breathe on candidates and later in some places 
the priest or bishop would breathe onto the water, symbolizing the breathing of the life-
giving Spirit onto the people and into the water. 
 
So it is with us! We too are the people who receive the breath of the Spirit and receive 
our life from it. We are the people through whom God breathes new life into the world in 
Jesus’ name. As God breathes the life-giving Spirit in us, we in turn are the people who 
breathe the energy, the life, the creating force of God into this world. We mimic this 
beautiful exchange between Jesus and the disciples. As God has breathed onto and into us 
with new life, so we breathe life and the creative force of resurrection into the world. 
 
Disciples who believe in resurrection, live resurrection. And resurrected living breathes 
the Spirit of life into this world. 
 
Jesus extends a special power to the disciples in the room on the night of the resurrection. 
“If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you retain the sins of any, they 
are retained.” When our translators use the word “retain,” they could have just as easily 
imagined our passenger experience and substituted grab hold of, clutch onto, seize. Jesus 
tells the disciples that they have the power to let go of sins or hold onto them for dear life. 
That’s an awful lot of power to give the disciples. If you want to forgive people of their 
sins, you can. If you want to clutch onto them and hold onto them, you can do that too. 
 
There is a very important piece of equipment in your car that you may not think about 
very often. Yes, there is the engine and brakes and transmission. Yes, there are 
windshield wipers and headlights and seat belts. All of those are very important. But 
there is one piece of equipment that is crucial for very many of us – and specifically to 
those of us who are passengers. Above the window in the car there is a hard piece of 
plastic that forms a handle. It has a technical name to be sure and you’ll find it in your 
owner’s manual. But out there in the real world, it’s called the “Oh-no handle.” Or we 
might refer to it by a wider and more colorful variety of terms. During a sudden stop or 
when the driver is not as cautious as you are, we grab hold of and clutch the “Oh-no 
handle” and some of us with deeper trust issues stomp on our imaginary brake pedal as if 
our lives will depend on it. While it effects nothing, this gives us a sense of safety and 
security and control. The important thing is being able to hold onto something, to feel in 
control, and to protect ourselves. 
 
We become rightly suspicious of the disciples and the power that Jesus gives them. But 
then we go back to the sending and the one who sent them. Jesus never clutched onto the 
sins of others for control or power or protection. Jesus never refused to forgive. Instead, 
just a few days before this locked room gathering, when Jesus rightly had the opportunity 
to hold onto the sins of those who beat, tortured, mocked, and killed him, he chose to 
forgive. Sure, the disciples had and have the power to hold onto sins. But they follow the 
one who sent them…the resurrected one who did not and would not clutch onto the sins 
of others. In the resurrected life, forgiveness triumphs over keeping a record of wrong. 
 



Disciples who believe resurrection, live resurrection. And resurrected living lets go, 
forgiving others on life’s journey. 
 
The measure of belief in resurrection is not intellectual gymnastics. There’s more to 
resurrection faith than proving a case for Christ. The measure of faith is not the measure 
of how well we can regurgitate the lines we’ve been given over the years. Rather the 
measure of our belief in resurrection as individuals is whether or not people can tell if we 
live resurrection…if people can see the resurrected one at work within us. 
 
And the same goes for us as a church. The measure of our church is not how big our 
building is or how full our pews are or how much money we have in the bank or how 
well our choir sings or how many programs we maintain. The measure of our being 
church is our faithfulness to living in the way of resurrection, living into the way of the 
one who sends us.  
 
We cannot prove it. But we can live it. Disciples who believe resurrection, live 
resurrection: we form our lives in the way of the one who sends us, we passionately 
pursue peace, we breathe into the world the life that has been breathed into us, we let go 
through forgiveness.  
 
May the world see the Resurrected One in our living. Amen. 
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